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Secrets of the Crown
With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -- DROON is the series that kids,
parents, and teachers are talking about! There's no place like home! Eric and his friends have finally restored the Rainbow
Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble.
Eric, Julie, and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up against mysterious creatures, strangely-behaving parents,
and powerful magic. Can the kids stop Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for good?

The Quest Begins
Join the Berenstain Bears in another exciting addition to the classic New York Times bestselling series as they embark on a
trip to Big Bear City! Welcome to Big Bear City! From the subway station to the top of the Empire Bear Building, there are
so many sights for the Berenstain Bears to see! The Berenstain Bears books have been loved by generations, and with wellknown characters and beautiful illustrations, this 8x8 picture book is perfect for young travelers dreaming of a trip to Big
Bear City.

The Moon Dragon (The Secrets of Droon #26)
' ever-present, phantom thing; My slave, my comrade, and my king' Some of Emily Brontë's most extraordinary poems
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Introducing Little Black Classics: 80 books for Penguin's 80th birthday. Little Black Classics celebrate the huge range and
diversity of Penguin Classics, with books from around the world and across many centuries. They take us from a balloon ride
over Victorian London to a garden of blossom in Japan, from Tierra del Fuego to 16th century California and the Russian
steppe. Here are stories lyrical and savage; poems epic and intimate; essays satirical and inspirational; and ideas that have
shaped the lives of millions. Emily Brontë (1818-1848). Brontë's Wuthering Heights and The Complete Poems are available
in Penguin Classics

Sword and Citadel
Adventure awaits in the Five Kingdoms—come and claim it with the first three books in the “fanciful, action-packed”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review) series from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Fablehaven and Beyonders
series. Cole Randolph was just trying to have a fun time with his friends on Halloween (and maybe get to know Jenna Hunt a
little better). But when a spooky haunted house turns out to be a portal to something much creepier, Cole finds himself on
an adventure on a whole different level in Sky Raiders. In Rogue Night, Cole never meant to end up in The Outskirts, but
when his friends were kidnapped, he had to try and save them. Now he’s trapped in a world that lies between wakefulness
and dreaming. Will he find them before it’s too late? Cole ventures to a new kingdom as he continues his search for his
friends—and also pursues his quest to mend what has gone awry with the magic in The Outskirts in Crystal Keepers. Can he
overcome the challenges ahead, or will he be stranded forever in a world between reality and imagination?

Tales from the Carolina Panthers Sideline
The first book in an epic new series about the Survivors dogs! From Erin Hunter, #1 nationally bestselling author of
Warriors, Survivors is full of “wild and wonderful adventure” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review) that will thrill fans of Spirit
Animals and Wings of Fire. For the first time Storm can remember, she has a place in a Pack, and the world that was
devastated by the Big Growl is finally at peace. But tensions are rising among the dogs of the Wild Pack—and the greatest
danger they face may come from within.

Simone: the Best Monster Ever!
Erin Hunter’s New York Times bestselling Seekers series comes to an epic conclusion in the sixth and final book in the
Return to the Wild story arc! With its gripping blend of action and suspense, this animal fantasy is perfect for fans of the #1
nationally bestselling Warriors series. Lusa, Toklo, Kallik, and Yakone have returned to Great Bear Lake for the Longest Day
Gathering. This means being reunited with the familiar faces of bears they have encountered throughout their travels—but
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it also means returning to life among their own kind, which may not be as easy as they thought. Seekers: Return to the Wild
#6: The Longest Day is the thrilling finale Seekers fans have been waiting for—and an adventure not to be missed.

The Birth-Mark
When Rosaline, Romeo's ex-girlfriend, finds romance with Benvolio, the two lovers hatch a plan to bring their feuding family
together, but when she discovers that Romeo is courting her cousin, anger within the families reach a level like never
before.

The Purpose Driven Church
When Aldwyn, a young alley cat on the run, ducks into a mysterious pet shop, he doesn’t expect his life to change. But
that’s exactly what happens when Jack, a young wizard, picks Aldwyn to be his magical familiar. Finally off the tough
streets, Aldwyn thinks he’s got it made. He just has to convince the other familiars—the know-it-all blue jay Skylar and the
friendly tree frog Gilbert—that he’s the telekinetic cat he claims to be. But when Jack and two other wizards in training are
captured by a terrible evil, it will take all of Aldwyn’s street smarts, a few good friends, and a nose for adventure to save the
day!

Seekers: Return to the Wild #4: Forest of Wolves
Destiny has brought them together. . . . Young black bear Lusa has left the comfort of the zoo, determined against all odds
to make her way in the wild. It is there that she encounters grizzly cub Toklo and a mysterious changeling named Ujurak.
Once united, the cubs find themselves on a journey toward a mystical place—if only they knew where. Meanwhile,
separated from her family, polar bear cub Kallik trusts her intuition to lead her on a path traveled by many bears before her.
At last the four cubs meet at the sacred Great Bear Lake, a place of peace and healing where bears gather to celebrate the
longest day. But all is not harmonious. Danger lurks beneath the calm surface of the lake, and only if they put aside their
differences and truly come together will the young bears have any chance of surviving the harsh realities of the wild.

Seekers #5: Fire in the Sky
A bear imprisoned in a medieval circus is forced to perform night after night before a mocking crowd, but she finally can no
longer stand the torment and determines to set herself free.
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Into the Wild
Kallik, Toklo, Lusa, and Yakone head away from the ice toward warmer territories. As they approach the mountains, Toklo is
faced with an impossible choice. Though he is desperate to leave the struggles of their quest and to find his place in the
world of brown bears, is he ready to leave his friends behind?

True Blue
Prepare for the unfamiliar When every bit of human magic disappears suddenly from Vastia, it falls on the familiars—Aldwyn
the telekinetic cat, Skylar the know-it-all blue jay, and Gilbert the gullible tree frog—to find the Crown of the Snow Leopard,
an ancient relic that can reverse the curse. They learn that the only way to do this is by following in the paw prints of
Aldwyn’s missing father, who went searching for the Crown several years earlier. This magical spirit trail extends into the
Beyond, where our heroes encounter new enemies and danger, while Aldwyn learns about his mysterious past. Full of highflying adventure and heartwarming friendships, Secrets of the Crown will make readers want to get even more familiar with
The Familiars!

Crosswords
The first book in a thrilling animal fantasy series following the epic journey of three bears, from the #1 nationally bestselling
author of Warriors. When three young bears from different species—black, polar, and grizzly—are separated from their
families, fate brings them together on a path that will change their lives forever. Along the way, they will face great danger,
terrible tragedies, new landscapes, and situations that require all their ingenuity to survive. For fans of Warriors, Survivors,
and animal fantasy series like Wings of Fire and Foxcraft, Seekers is a sweeping and incredible journey through the
beautiful, dangerous world of wild bears.

Seekers: Return to the Wild #2: The Melting Sea
The spirits dance like fire in the sky. . . . The three cubs—Kallik, Toklo, and Lusa—along with their shape-shifting companion,
Ujurak, stand on the edge of the sea-ice under the blazing Northern Lights. The land has come to an end, but the bears'
journey is far from over. Now they must put their trust in Kallik's paws, as she feels the ice pulling her out toward the ocean.
Life on the ice is more difficult than the bears imagined. While Kallik struggles to remember her polar bear roots, Toklo
bristles in the unfamiliar territory and Lusa gets weaker by the day; black and brown bears don't belong on the ice.
Meanwhile, Ujurak learns firsthand what lurks beneath the whorls and bubbles of the ice, and what he discovers will change
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everything. Just when it seems like they'll never survive in the frozen wilderness, a mystical encounter with a bear spirit
assures them that all will be well. But this strange vision leads to even more questions, and ultimately it might tear the
bears apart—this time for good—as the next steps of their journey come into focus.

The Great Bear
Erin Hunter's New York Times bestselling Seekers series continues in the fifth book in the Return to the Wild story arc. With
its thrilling blend of action and suspense, this epic animal fantasy is perfect for fans of the #1 nationally bestselling
Warriors series. Toklo, Kallik, Lusa, and Yakone are determined to reach Great Bear Lake in time for the Longest Day
Gathering. Even Toklo, who has already claimed a new territory in the mountains, has promised to stay with them until Lusa
has found a home of her own. But when Lusa is unexpectedly separated from the others, she must face her past—and make
a decision about her future.

Seekers #4: The Last Wilderness
When Rusty, an ordinary housecat, becomes ThunderClan's new apprentice, he realizes that his past life has not prepared
him for the hardships he now faces and so must work extra hard to prove he can be a true warrior.

Spirits in the Stars
Erin Hunter, bestselling author of the Warriors and Survivors series, continues to explore the world of bears and their
environment in Seekers, the thrilling ecological adventure saga. In Return to the Wild #2: The Melting Sea, Kallik has almost
reached home. The bears who have become her family--Lusa, Yakone and Toklo—are devastated that they’ll have to split
up, but polar bears Kallik and Yakone belong on the ice, while the black and brown bears belong in the forest. At least Kallik
will be reunited with her brother, Taqqiq. But when she and the others arrive at the Melting Sea, she is horrified to find the
white bears almost starving due to an unnaturally early thaw. Worse, Taqqiq has rejoined a group of bullies who are
terrorizing the other bears for food.

River of Lost Bears
Every church is driven by something. Tradition, finances, programs, personalities, events, seekers, and even buildings can
each be the controlling force in a church. But Rick Warren believers that in order for a church to be healthy if must become
a purpose driven church by Jesus. Now the founding pastor of Saddleback Church shares a proven five-part strategy that
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will enable your church to grow. . .- Warmer through fellowship - Deeper through discipleship - Stronger through worship Broader through ministry - Larger through evangelism. Discover the same practical insights and principles for growing a
healthy church that Rick has taught in seminars to over 22,000 pastors and church leaders from sixty denominations and
forty-two countries. The Purpose Driven Church® shifts the focus away from church building programs to emphasizing a
people-building process. Warren says, "If you will concentrate on building people, God will build the church."

Seekers: Return to the Wild #5: The Burning Horizon
The journey home begins. . . . Toklo, Kallik, and Lusa survived the perilous mission that brought them together. Now, after
their long, harrowing journey, the bears are eager to find their way home and share everything they've learned with the
rest of their kinds. But the path they travel is treacherous, and the strangers they meet could jeopardize everything the
Seekers have fought for.

Survivors: The Gathering Darkness #1: A Pack Divided
Three bears; one incredible journey to the ends of the Earth. The remarkable follow-up series to the New York Times bestseller, Warriors. Three bears from very different worlds are about to embark on the quest of a lifetime. Kallik is a polar bear
from the frozen expanse of the Arctic Circle, Lusa is a black bear restricted to the confinement of the zoo and Toklo is a
grizzly bear faced with the unpredictability of the Rocky Mountains. When the bears are separated from their families their
lives hang in the balance. Forced to rely on their instincts and drawn to each other by extraordinary circumstances, these
bears must search, not only for the food that will keep them alive, but for a safe haven in an increasingly hostile
environment. Faced with killer whales, fiercely territorial bears, starvation and the ever-present danger of human
intervention, Kallik, Lusa and Toklo are left with only one place to go . . . But the journey is long and hard, and the bears are
only young. Will they make it to their destination, or will they face extinction? The first magical instalment of Erin Hunter’s
Seekers series. Seekers explores profound environmental themes through the eyes of those suffering at the hands of
humans in six epic fantasy books. Animal stories for both boys and girls touching on the wonder, savagery and fragility of
the natural world.

The Familiars
"Meet Morris. He loves worms in his spaghetti and zombie bowling. Meet Simone. She loves flowers and puppies. Despite
their differences, Simone and Morris are best friends. Even if Simone won't eat worms. Jokes abound as we join these two
unlikely friends in their hilarious adventures in Morris's monster world!"--Page [4] of cover.
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Warriors #1: Into the Wild (summer Reading)
Romeo's Ex
Erin Hunter, bestselling author of the Warriors and Survivors series, continues to explore the world of bears and their
environment in Seekers, the thrilling ecological adventure saga. In Return to the Wild #2: The Melting Sea, Kallik has almost
reached home. The bears who have become her family--Lusa, Yakone and Toklo—are devastated that they’ll have to split
up, but polar bears Kallik and Yakone belong on the ice, while the black and brown bears belong in the forest. At least Kallik
will be reunited with her brother, Taqqiq. But when she and the others arrive at the Melting Sea, she is horrified to find the
white bears almost starving due to an unnaturally early thaw. Worse, Taqqiq has rejoined a group of bullies who are
terrorizing the other bears for food.

Seekers #2: Great Bear Lake
These puzzles are so good they've earned the seal of approval from the NAVH (National Association for the Visually
Handicapped). Now crossword lovers with less than perfect sight can enjoy their favorite pastime. Each of these
puzzles-125 in each book-takes up two full pages, and has large word type and generously sized grids with easy-to-see
numbering. They challenge the brain, not the eyes.

The Quest of the Cubs (Bears of the Ice #1)
"The cats from the mountains completed their journey and have settled in the forest at the end of the sun trail. But tensions
have reached a breaking point--and a young cat named Thunder is caught helplessly in the middle"--

The Night is Darkening Round Me
It's a quirky new take on the magical girl genre with Bee, the forever unemployed main character who can't seem to figure
out life, and the mysterious PuppyCat, a straywhatever it isthat she stumbled across who has a powerful secret. Fighting
bad guys has never been so funny.

Thunder Rising
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Three bears; one incredible journey to the ends of the Earth. The remarkable follow-up series to the New York Times bestseller, Warriors. There is a place where bears can live in peace, where there is sea-ice all year round, where the forests are
full of prey, and where flat-faces never go. Polar bears Kallik and Taqqiq, black bear Lusa, grizzly Toklo and the shapeshifting Ujurak believe that this fabled bear paradise must be the destination of their quest. But the path they follow
through burning Smoke Mountains is treacherous. Signs and omens point in different directions, and in the end each bear
must follow their own star. Only together will they survive the quest through the harsh wilderness. The third magical
instalment of Erin Hunter’s Seekers series. Seekers explores profound environmental themes through the eyes of those
suffering at the hands of humans in six epic fantasy books. Animal stories for both boys and girls touching on the wonder,
savagery and fragility of the natural world.

Shadow of the Hawk
Aylmer is a brilliant and recognized scientist and philosopher who drops his focus from his career and experiments to marry
the beautiful Georgiana (who is physically perfect except for a small red birthmark in the shape of a hand on her cheek).As
the story progresses, Aylmer becomes unnaturally obsessed with the birthmark on Georgiana's cheek. One night, he
dreams of cutting the birthmark out of his wife's cheek (removing it like scraping the skin from an apple) and then
continuing all the way to her heart. He does not remember this dream until Georgiana asks about what his sleep-talking
meant. When Aylmer remembers the details of his dream, Georgiana declares that she would rather risk her life having the
birthmark removed from her cheek than to continue to endure Aylmer's horror and distress that comes upon him when he
sees her.The following day, Aylmer deliberates and then decides to take Georgiana to the apartments where he keeps a
laboratory. He glances at Georgiana casually and normally but can't help but shudder violently at seeing her imperfection;
Aylmer's reaction causes her to faint. When she awakens, he treats her warmly and comforts her with some of his scientific
concoctions but when he attempts to take a portrait of her, the image is blurred save for her birthmark revealing the
disgust he has of it.He experiments some more and describes some of the successes to her but as he questions how she is
feeling, Georgiana begins to suspect that Aylmer has been experimenting on her the entire time without her knowledge and
consent. One day, she follows him into his laboratory, and on seeing her there, Aylmer accuses her of not trusting him and
says that having her birthmark in the room will foil his efforts. She professes complete trust in him but demands that he
inform her of his experiments. He agrees and reveals that his current experiment is his last attempt to remove the
birthmark, and Georgiana vows to take the potion, regardless of any danger it poses to her.

The Berenstain Bears Visit Big Bear City
From mega bestseller Kathryn Lasky comes a stunning new series set in the legendary world of Ga'hoole.
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Philippa Fisher and the Dream-Maker's Daughter
The epic saga continues in the third installment of this thrilling series! Drew Ferran, Lyssia's last remaining Wolf and the
rightful heir to the kingdom's throne, is held prisoner by an evil Lizardlord. But rebellion's always a possibility when Drew's
around, and with the help of his cohorts, he overthrows the slavers and embarks on a quest to find the long-lost tribe of
Hawklords so they can join his war against the evil Catlords. This third book in the Wereworld series features even more
heart-pounding action, wild characters, and epic struggle between good and evil. "Game of Thrones for the tween set."
—School Library Journal From the Trade Paperback edition.

Smoke Mountain
Is this journey's end . . . or just the beginning? Toklo, Kallik, Lusa, and Ujurak have finally reached the Last Great
Wilderness, the legendary bear paradise they've been searching for. But while his companions think they've come to the
end of their long journey, Ujurak feels a deep unrest. Is this truly where they're meant to be? In the Last Great Wilderness,
one by one the bears begin to remember their true natures. Toklo feels the urge to hunt caribou and mark his territory as a
brown bear should, and Kallik feels the pull of the ice within her. It's only Lusa, happy just to be in the wild, who fears the
day when her friends will leave her to follow their own paths. As the bears adjust to this new life, disaster strikes. The
friends are forced to venture into the world of the flat-faces to save the life of one of their own. Once there, the end of their
journey seems farther away than ever, as a new path spreads out before them.

Little Bear Dreams
Three bears; one incredible journey to the ends of the Earth. The remarkable follow-up series to the New York Times bestseller, Warriors. United once again, Toklo, Lusa, Kallik, and Ujurak continue across the ice. Conditions are especially harsh
for the small black bear and the grizzlies, who are not used to the brutal cold, never-ending snow, and limited food. But the
bears are certain now that they're on the right course, and with the stars guiding them, they push forward. When they
reach land at last, the bears are overjoyed but something is not right. The bears who live in this promised land are ill.
Ujurak just might hold the key to their mission in his paws, yet it's Lusa who has the ability to save the others. Now, when
their task appears more difficult than ever, the bears must make a critical decision . . . and for one bear the path ends here.
The final magical instalment of Erin Hunter’s Seekers series. Seekers explores profound environmental themes through the
eyes of those suffering at the hands of humans in six epic fantasy books. Animal stories for both boys and girls touching on
the wonder, savagery and fragility of the natural world.
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Five Kingdoms Collection Books 1-3
Three bears; one incredible journey to the ends of the Earth. The remarkable follow-up series to the New York Times bestseller, Warriors. On the Longest Day, the Seekers join hundreds of black, grizzly and polar bears at Great Bear Lake to ask
for the help of the mystical bear spirits. Surviving the wild is not easy - the climate is changing and the food is scarce. Lusa
decides to leave the safety of the zoo to find Toklo, a grizzly whose mother died in captivity. But Toklo does not welcome
Lusa. Why would he want a black bear for a friend? Meanwhile, Kallik, a young polar bear, searches alone for her lost
brother. She knows she must find the place where the spirits dance above endless ice. But the way is filled with danger, and
Kallik needs all her courage to follow nature's path. Lusa, Toklo and Kallik discover their real strength lies in friendship. Only
together will they survive the quest through the harsh wilderness. The second magical instalment of Erin Hunter’s Seekers
series. Seekers explores profound environmental themes through the eyes of those suffering at the hands of humans in six
epic fantasy books. Animal stories for both boys and girls touching on the wonder, savagery and fragility of the natural
world.

Seekers: Return to the Wild #2: The Melting Sea
In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt.
McKinley. His name was Christopher Johnson McCandless. He had given $25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his car
and most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a new life for himself. Four months later, his
decomposed body was found by a moose hunter. How McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of Into the Wild.
Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had roamed through the West and Southwest on a vision
quest like those made by his heroes Jack London and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it of its
license plates, and burned all of his cash. He would give himself a new name, Alexander Supertramp, and , unencumbered
by money and belongings, he would be free to wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving a
blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw the maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents and sister, he
vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer constructs a clarifying prism through which he reassembles the disquieting facts of
McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he searches for the clues to the dries and desires
that propelled McCandless. Digging deeply, he takes an inherently compelling mystery and unravels the larger riddles it
holds: the profound pull of the American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of high-risk activities to young men of a
certain cast of mind; the complex, charged bond between fathers and sons. When McCandless's innocent mistakes turn out
to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and
hubris. He is said to have had a death wish but wanting to die is a very different thing from being compelled to look over
the edge. Krakauer brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out of the shadows, and the peril, adversity , and
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renunciation sought by this enigmatic young man are illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an ounce of
sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking, Into the Wild is a tour de force. The power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's
stoytelling blaze through every page. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Story of the Treasure Seekers
A cozy and whimsical ode to polar opposites Of what do little bears dream? Bright snowflakes perhaps Or dark starry nights.
Hot chocolate Cold pizza. Straight horizons And curly moustaches. This gentle and imaginative tale takes readers on a
journey of wintry opposites, including the expected and the unexpected. The sky's the limit when a little polar bear dreams,
safely curled up with her mama. Perfect for bedtime or anytime, this snuggly read-aloud will both amuse and calm its young
audience. Ages 1-4

Great Bear Lake
Features stories from the team's beginning in 1995 through the 2003 season, during which the Carolina Panthers won the
Super Bowl.

Bee & Puppycat #1
In 1960s California, Abby Lovitt has trouble with True Blue, the newest horse on her family's ranch, a beautiful dappled gray
who is so often spooked, making Abby wonder if he is haunted by the ghost of his deceased former owner.

Seekers: Return to the Wild #1: Island of Shadows
Erin Hunter's New York Times bestselling Seekers series continues in the fourth book in the Return to the Wild story arc.
With its thrilling blend of action and suspense, this epic animal fantasy is perfect for fans of the #1 nationally bestselling
Warriors series. After a harrowing journey, the four bears finally arrive at Toklo's former home. Toklo is thrilled to be in the
mountains, surrounded by warm memories of his cubhood, but his homecoming has come at a price. Yakone is dangerously
ill and may not survive. Meanwhile, Lusa is unsure of what her future holds. Is she ready to find her own way if it means
leaving her friends—the only family she has left? Also includes a sneak peek at Seekers: Return to the Wild #5: The Burning
Horizon!

Seekers: Return to the Wild #6: The Longest Day
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Recently voted the greatest fantasy of all time, after The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit, Gene Wolfe's The Book of the
New Sun is an extraordinary epic, set a million years in the future, on an Earth transformed in mysterious and wondrous
ways, in a time when our present culture is no longer even a memory. Severian, the central character, is a torturer, exiled
from his guild after falling in love with one of his victims, and journeying to the distant city of Thrax, armed with his ancient
executioner's sword, Terminus Est. This edition contains the second two volumes of this four volume novel, The Sword of
the Lictor and The Citadel of the Autarch.

Seekers #1: The Quest Begins
Philippa Fisher reunites with her spunky fairy godsister in a sparkling new adventure from the creator of Emily Windsnap.
(Ages 8-12) Philippa Fisher is trying to have a good time on vacation with her parents, but she’s feeling lonely. When she
meets Robyn, a girl with sad eyes and a strict father, she enjoys the company, but can’t help wondering what Robyn and
her dad might be hiding. Meanwhile, Daisy, Philippa’s best friend (and fairy godsister), sneaks into her former charge’s
room for a visit, but now has a furtive new mission and must dash away. Philippa longs to uncover the reasons behind her
friends’ odd behavior, but friendships can be tricky when there are secrets -- and unexpected danger -- involved! Bestselling author Liz Kessler is back with a sympathetic story about navigating between old friends and new, a tale full of
mystery, whimsy, and all the magic tween readers could wish for.
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